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responsible during by notifying leadership of your issues, and by seeking medical and 
psychological counseling.  As evidence, you furnished your medical records and Veterans 
Affairs documents. 
 
The Board noted that the page 13 entry indicated that you were no longer a volunteer for duty 
involving flying.  The Board also noted that you acknowledged the page 13 entry indicating that 
you fully understood that you will not be eligible for requalification in the aircrew program on 
this or subsequent enlistments, and you will be subject to reassignment.  As a result, your 
commanding officer (CO) submitted correspondence to Navy Personnel Command 
recommending the revocation of your crewmember orders, the request was approved, and a 
general message was released removing your Navy Enlisted Classification 8237 and that you are 
not authorized to wear aircrew breast insignia.  The Board determined that there is sufficient 
evidence that the removal of your flight crew insignia could have been for medical reasons, 
however, the basis for the change to your status is not considered a material error, and would not 
have changed the fact that you would not have been eligible to retain or wear the aircrew breast 
insignia.  The Board also determined that your entitlement to wear the aircrew breast insignia 
was appropriately removed.   
 
Concerning your request for promotion, the Board noted that you were properly considered and 
not selected for promotion during fiscal years 1998 through 2002.  The Board also noted that you 
were not selected for promotion during the promotion selection boards the preceded the inclusion 
of your page 13 entry and fitness report in your record.  The Board found no evidence that your 
non-volunteer air crewmember status or contested fitness report caused you to fail selection for 
promotion.  The Board determined that promotion to E-8 is not warranted.  According to the 
Advancement Manual for Enlisted Personnel of the Navy, advancements are determined by 
advancement selection boards, members serving in grades E-7, E-8, and E-9 are require to serve 
a minimum of two years of active duty in grade, and as a member of the Fleet Reserve you are 
not eligible for advancement consideration.  
 
Concerning the contested block 41 statement, the Board noted that you acknowledged the 
contents of your fitness report and elected not to submit a statement.  The Board determined that 
the statement appropriately described the facts known and observed by your reporting senior at 
that time.  The Board also determined that you were afforded the opportunity to provide a 
statement to the record and to correspond with each promotion board to clarify any 
inconsistencies or inaccuracies and you failed to do so.  The Board concluded that there is no 
probable material error, substantive inaccuracy, or injustice warranting corrective action.  
Accordingly, given the totality of the circumstances, the Board determined that your request does 
not merit relief.       
 
You are entitled to have the Board reconsider its decision upon submission of new matters, 
which will require you to complete and submit a new DD Form 149.  New matters are those not 
previously presented to or considered by the Board.  In this regard, it is important to keep in 
mind that a presumption of regularity attaches to all official records.  Consequently, when  
 
 
 






